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Hallelujah! We’re open

Within three weeks of this issue of iindaba going live on our web page, South Africa will hit the first year anniversary
of Lockdown - with places of worship having been closed, then opened for a short while, then closed again ... and now
opened once again. Members of parishes are excited to be able to worship together once more.
s a family we praise the Lord that Returning to
we are once more able to gather their roots!
and worship as one, albeit with Holy Trinity in
restraints.
Central reThose of us who have attended services opened worship
again, know the protocols are rather services by
restrictive with sanitising hands, filling in meeting in the
garden. The
the register and wearing a mask.
If one has sung along to live or canned Rector, David
music one knows how breath-sapping it Stansbury
can be ... sometimes causing one to begin leads the time
coughing, which has quite a reaction from of praise from
behind the Holy
those around one!
table.
Not being able to hug the family while
passing the peace leaves one with rather
an empty feeling - and no catching up on St Stephen’s
family news over coffee afterwards is a members enjoyed
bit depressing. We are social beings and gathering for silent
a year of Lockdown has left its mark on worship, having a
all of us. The psychologists say we need Said Eucharist.
to touch one another to show our love R e g u l a t i o n s w e r e
and concern and the lack of contact has adhered to with only
taken its toll.
50 members allowed
However, on the positive side the to attend the service
Church has learnt the value of family - although the church
and of caring for them. Parishes have c a n a c c o m m o d a t e
learnt to reach out to the needy within the over 400. The Rector,
community and iindaba has been thrilled Lulameli Ngesi spoke
to share the reports and photos that have on the Transfiguration
come in from parishes around the Diocese of our Lord who led
- with more in this issue. Thank you to only three disciples
up to the mountain top.
those who have shared stories.

March 2021
Continuing our
Lenten journey
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Owning the equipment
In the December iindaba we reported that
the Rector of St Saviour’s and Bishop’s
Executive Officer, Sharon Nell, had
applied for and received a grant from
the Archbishop of Canterbury’s COVID
Relief Support Fund through the Anglican
Communion Management Committee.
Just as the funds were arriving, the
parishioner who owned the 350 L cauldron
and the vegetable shredders, told Sharon
he wanted to sell the equipment. He
offered all of it to her at a very good price
if the church would like to purchase them.
Joyfully, and with great relief, Sharon
was able to tell him that she had the
money. The deal was signed and sealed
and now the soup kitchen can continue
operating without the proverbial ‘Sword
of Damocles’ hanging over its head.
The volunteers are also very relieved
that they will not have to make lots and
lots of smaller pots of soup - nor have
to cut the vegetables finely enough for
the soup to cook in time for midday
collection.
All praise to the Lord for His provision.

Inside
iindaba
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Stirring the cauldron is Theo Storm
of the Cathedral while Carol Brand of
St Paul’s opens the tap to fill a 25 L
bucket with soup.

The Rector of St Luke’s in Palmridge,
Andrea Potgieter, sprays sanitiser
on a hand of 18 month old Grayson
Bass. He has spent more than half
his life in Lockdown so knows all
about sanitising and having to wear
a mask.

Prayer corner / Green piece
The Bishop writes ... / The view from pulpit and pew
Reaching out to the community continues

“I press on towards the goal to win
the prize for which God has called
me heavenwards in Christ Jesus.”
Philippians 3:14 NIV.
This Lent let us all practise the
attitude of gratitude. Perhaps the
following will help us to do so:
Fast from judging others;
Feast on Christ dwelling in them.
Fast from fear of illness;
Feast on the healing power of God.
Fast from words that pollute;
Feast on speech that purifies.
Fast from discontent;
Feast on gratitude.
Fast from anger;
Feast on patience.
Fast from pessimism;
Feast on hope.
Fast from negatives;
Feast on encouragement.
Fast from bitterness;
Feast on forgiveness.
Fast from self-concern;
Feast on compassion.
Fast from suspicion;
Feast on truth.
Fast from gossip;
Feast on purposeful silence.
Fast from problems that
overwhelm;
Feast on prayer that sustains.
Fast from anxiety;
Feast on faith.
Pope Francis
Join Africans north of our borders
who are praying this enhanced
version of the Prayer for Africa.
God bless Africa
Protect her children
Transform
her leaders
Heal her
communities
Restore her dignity
And give her peace
For Jesus Christ’s
sake.
Amen
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Prayer corner

This month iindaba brings another two of our retired clergy for members of
the Diocese to enable them to pray for the Holy Spirit to come powerfully
upon their ministry. Come, Holy Spirit, empower our clergy as they minister
in this difficult time of Lockdown. Enfold them with your protective shield and
keep them and their families safe.

Retired Priest Margaret Roskruge is
attached to St Luke’s in Palmridge.
She has a daughter, Carol, and a granddaughter who live in Cape Town.
Margie grew up near the village of
Lusikisiki in the Transkei where she
attended a mission school.
After finishing her schooling, she became
a domestic worker until 1966 when she
moved to Port Elizabeth where she joined
the staff at Livingstone Hospital. She
worked there for over 30 years until she
was boarded due to ill health in 2001.
Margie obtained a Cert Th through TEE
and was ordained a Deacon in June 2009
and a Priest in December 2010.
She loves walking and working in her
garden.

Retired Priest Enoch Ncula grew up
in Alicedale and attended Healdtown
High School. He married Lillian in 1978
and they have four children - Siyolo,
Vuyolwethu, Kanyisani and Thabisa; and
five grandchildren..
After marticulating Enoch went on to
train at Lovedale Teachers College and
also obtained a Diploma in Teaching
though University of PE as well as a Dip
in Public Admin. As well as teaching, he
was also a member of the Paterson School
Board.
Answering the call of the Lord, he
attended Fedsem in Pietermaritzburg
and obtained a Dip Th. He was ordained
a Deacon in 1985 and a Priest in 1986.
Enoch enjoys reading and watching sport.

Green piece

On 22 January 2021 Canon Rachel
Mash wrote “A great tree has
fallen,” on the death of the Bishop
of Swaziland, Ellinah Wamukoya,
the first Anglican woman bishop in
Africa.
She went on to write:
When she was already in hospital fighting
the COVID virus, Ellinah wrote a prayer,
which was sent out by the Lambeth
Conference:
Creator God, we thank and praise
You for giving us the opportunity
to be co-creators with You and to
ensure the sustainability of “Mother
Earth” - our meeting place with God.
God, as a community of Father,
Son and Holy Spirit, teach us as
the Anglican Community, to work
together for mutual respect towards
one another and Your creation.
We repent for our negligence leading
the earth to be in peril from loss of
habitats and species. Help us to be
caretakers of your gifts, protecting
the land from abuse, and ready to
share with all in need. Amen
The Archbishop of Canterbury tweeted
back – Thank you Bishop Ellinah.

RIP Bishop Ellinah Wamukoya.
She inspired us to love God and love
Mother Earth. She was one of the pioneer
Eco Bishops of the Anglican Communion
and her Diocese became a leader in
environmental sustainability. Always
hands on, she planted trees, collected
litter and promoted reforestation,
and biodiversity conservation. The
Diocese won an award for two years
as Environmental Champion, from the
Minister of the Environment.
- Canon Rachel Mash

A cry for help!

Sweethearts Foundation

Don’t be a Trump!

Climate change is really happening: Te Mana o te Moana: the State of the
Climate in the Pacific 2020 is Greenpeace’s landmark report exploring how climate
change has impacted Pacific Island Countries; who is responsible; and what is
needed to ensure that the people of the Pacific emerge stronger from the climate
crisis.

St John’s lead in recycling

A parishioner
puts items
into one of the
recycling bins
at St John’s.

St John’s on the corner of 8th Avenue and
Church Road in Walmer have a very big
recycling project.
They have invited iindaba readers to bring
any items for recycling along Tim Douglas-Jones requests that
readers phone him on 082 775 8816
to arrange a day and time - or if they
have any queries.
During Lockdown, the Water Road
entrance to the St John’s recycling area
is locked because it leads to the cottages
whose owners are in the COVID-19
vulnerable group. People need to make
arrangements with Tim to be met at the
church and he will let them in through
one of the palisade gates on the Church
Road side of the complex. This works
better than making set times each week
and prevents the recycling area from
being inundated.

Here is a link to the relevant page on the
Greencycle website which illustrates what
can and what cannot be recycled in PE.
http://www.greencycle.co.za/
whatcanberecycled.html
There is a dome for white which can be
accessed at anytime in the car park.

A house built with eco-bricks!
Why not build a Sunday School room
or a tool shed? Get you parishioners
making the bricks now.

This duck can no longer fly or swim
properly because a discarded face
mask is disabling its movements.
PLEASE everyone, when you discard a
face mask cut the ear elastic/strings so
it does not cause damage to our animals
and fish.
Our dolphins, turtles and foraging
animals are dying because the mask
strings wrap over their noses / snouts and
they cannot eat. This is also true of plastic
bags, string and net.
Before you discard anything, check if
it can be recycled so as not to cause
harm.

What to do with eco-bricks
Eco-bricks are four times stronger than
regular hollow blocks. Made from
petrochemicals, non-biodegradable
plastics can take 450 to 1,000 years to
decompose, so we need, for many reasons,
to keep them out of the environment.
Make eco-bricks with the plasric that
canot be reused or recycled.
A two litre bottle eco-brick should weigh
at least 500g - but some get up to +650g!.
Ensure all plastic, crisp packets, chocolate
wrappers et al are clean and bone dry.
Bash them down so that there is no air
left and the brick is solid.
Many people have eco-bricks waiting
to be used because the project that was
taking them has been put on hold.
Please let iindaba know if you want
already made bricks or if you have some
to give away.

Sandy from Sweethearts Foundation
holding bags of bottle tops and
bread tags.
Sandy is at Z Sports in Walmer, and is
always thankful for donations of bread
tags and bottle tops. These are sold to
recycling projects and the money is used
to purchase wheelchairs for the needy.
Tops from cool drinks, UHT milk,
water and fruit juices are the correct
PET.
Pull-up tops, as on energy drinks and
water bottles, are mixed plastic so
are not able to be recycled. Medicine,
Marmite, jams, deodorant and other
tops are also not the correct plastic.

Table and seats for Sunday School
or play school. Very cheap and easy
to make from eco-bricks.
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The Bishop writes ... Let’s be selfless this Lent…
My Dear Diocesan Family,
1 Introduction
In February 2010 I was diagnosed with
Type 1 diabetes aged 52. People with
type 1 diabetes can’t make insulin, so they
must inject insulin to control their blood
glucose levels. Fortunately for diabetics
like me, in the 1980s, researchers used
genetic engineering to manufacture a
human insulin. I inject myself four times
a day; before each meal and last thing at
night and in faith implicitly trust that the
insulin will do what my body has ceased
to produce to function.
Type 1 diabetes is an autoimmune disorder
that destroys the insulin-producing beta
cells of the pancreas. Without insulin’s
ability to regulate glucose levels in the
blood, spikes in blood sugar can cause
serious organ damage and eventually
death.
So, every day is a reminder for me of
the gratitude I need to display to the
joint blessing of my Creator and medical
science. The late Dr Louw Alberts, a South
African scientist who was a committed
Christian too, reputedly said, “I see no
conflict between science and religion
[Christianity]. After all, both books have
the same Author!”
Therefore, the interconnection or bond
between my religion and wellness/
wellbeing is irrefutable to my existence.
It is for that reason that I shared part of
my life story with you as I endeavour to
continue building that nexus between
the community of faith and health care
providers.
2 How is the Church to lead re: the
vaccine?
There has always been a symbiotic
relationship between Christianity and
medicine. Hospitals were fashionably
named after Christian saints. Christians
have always seen caring for the sick as
part of their biblical mandate and by
extension, played a prominent role in the
development of medical knowledge as
well as being at the forefront of advancing
standards of clinical medicine and patient
care. The mandate Jesus left for His
disciples and us in Matthew 28:19 to go
and make disciples, is held in tension with
the golden rule, “In everything do to others
as you would have them do to you; for this is
the law and the prophets”. Matthew 7:12.
“The COVID-19 virus has left orphans,
widows and widowers in our [midst]”
These are the words of Apostle Neville
Goldman of Ebenezer International.
Apropos of what I mentioned earlier, one
can glean therefore the need on our part
to assist those entrusted to our care - the
poor, and vulnerable – via our pastoral
and outreach programmes. I pray that
you will not neglect your own emotional
and spiritual wellness and wellbeing.
Despite conspiracy theories and religious
objections that abound, I intend to avail
myself for the vaccination. Among a host
of reasons for doing it, I want to set the
following before you:

Tag lines!
It’s one thing to be looked at
but much harder to be seen.

• I “vaccinate” myself four times a day
voluntarily because I trust, under God,
that He gifted medical research and
science the insight to develop insulin to
keep me alive.
• Nicky and I voluntarily complied with
ensuring our child was vaccinated as an
infant, not just in compliance with the
law, but also that we were convinced
about its efficacy.
• Many people have received the
polio vaccination. There is the ongoing
campaign to eradicate polio completely.
• When we travel overseas a yellow
fever vaccination is a prerequisite. Many
of us may have been privileged to travel
abroad and readily acquiesced to getting
the vaccination.
Vaccinations are not new. There is an
anxiety about the COVID-19 vaccine
because it is ‘a new thing’. Perhaps in its
development stages suspicion abounded
that heightened a blame game about
ethics and morality. It possibly led to
emergent conspiracy theories.
Even as a Christian community united
in our love for and commitment to
Christ, we remain a diverse people with
divergent viewpoints on certain matters.
It therefore is incumbent upon us to lead
people in a critical reflection about the
COVID-19 vaccine. Each person needs
to decide for themselves whether they
will get the vaccination. It is perfectly
acceptable that we state our personal
position on the matter with the caveat
that it is up to each person to decide for
themselves. There should be no coercion.
At best, we can only equip our people
with the requisite tools to empower them
so that they can think and decide for
themselves.
I do not have a problem with getting the
vaccine on a personal, theological, or
philosophical level. Pertaining to such
matters, I will always unhesitatingly
defer to the medical professionals in our
various congregations who undoubtedly
know more about such things than I
do. St Paul reminds us that, “All things
are lawful for me, but not all things are
beneficial.” 1 Corinthians 6:12.
Almighty and everliving God,
you invite us deeper into your world,
your people, your Lent.
May this time be one of outward
focus;
seeking you in those we often ignore.
Help us live a Lent focused on
freedom, generosity, and encounter.
Give us hearts hungry to serve you
and those who need what we have to
give.

The saying, wrongfully attributed to St
Augustine, is apt, “In essentials unity,
in non-essentials liberty, in all things
charity [love]”. It can be used as a
cop out from engaging in meaningful
debate around contentious issues.
Philosophically, my opinion about the
vaccine is non-essential because the
efficacy of our salvation through Christ
is not compromised nor should it lead us
into schism. Simultaneously, the decision
we make about being vaccinated or not
affects others. Whilst we may agree to
disagree, as a community of faith we
continue to share things we hold in
common; attending services albeit under
lockdown conditions, and our children
play together. Consequently, the choice
we make is beyond personal choice for
it needs to be made for the sake of our
entire community. If the pandemic has
taught me anything, then it is that I am
my sister and my brother’s keeper. The
great commandment remains; love God
and love neighbour as thyself.
3 The moral dilemma
The argument, about the vaccine being
derived from a human foetal cell line,
has been cited as an objection to receiving
a vaccine that is tainted. How are we
to respond to such an argument? Well,
without an alternative, I would still
opt to receive the vaccine because the
considered alternative – no available
vaccine at all – is far too risky given the
circumstances.
Apostle Goldman went on to say, “We
have to be responsible. This is a war
zone, and we must act like soldiers!”
If we can look beyond the militaristic
metaphor, the Christian mandate remains
the prevention and treatment of disease.
COVID-19 is no exception.
4 COVID vaccination and justice
The Christian voice was loud and
unequivocal at the turn of the century
regarding the Jubilee campaign against
sovereign debt. This was part of a global
movement that sought the cancellation
of billions of dollars of unjust debt in
countries with low resources, particularly
in Africa. The question remains, “Will
Christians be vocal in the fight for global
justice with regard to vaccine distribution,
or will the rich world be allowed to
continue to operate along selfish lines that
lead to the abuse and disempowerment
of the vulnerable in our world?”
The pandemic has brought untold
destruction and I continue to pray for
obedience on our part to cooperate in
arresting the spread of the virus. Those
on the frontlines of the pandemic must be
first in line to receive the vaccination. We
are in a historic moment. In theological
terms it is a Kairos moment. Therefore,
we must think biblically in our debates
about receiving the vaccination or not.
Such is our obligation as children of our
Creator God.
A blessed and Holy Lent to you.
Your friend and bishop,

The view from
pulpit and pew
v iindaba apologises to Bishop Eddie and Julie
McDonald for having said in the last issue that
she had had the laying on of hands by Bishop
Bethlehem when she was ordained a Deacon.
In fact it was Bishop Eddie who ordained her
with the laying on of hands and anointing with
Chrism.

Clergy on the move
David Grobbelaar will be retiring at the end of
March after more than 20 years in ministry.
Canon Sharon Nell will become Team Rector
of St Saviour’s and St Cuthbert’s.
Sharon will be assisted by Shirmell Newman
at St Saviour’s and Ivan Edelson and Mark
Muspratt-Williams at St Cuthbert’s.

All glory to God

On 6 January 2020 David
Grobbelaar, the Rector of St
Cuthbert’s, was informed by the
urologist that he had stage 4
bladder cancer and that the cancer
was also attached to the prostate
and rectum.
David was told that he needed surgery
urgently or he would live only another
six months. This surgery was successful
and was followed up with 4½ months
of chemotherapy.
He then had to have a second major
operation which lasted 5½ hours and
was also successful. This was followed
by 28 sessions of radiation and two
months of biokinetics. He also had to
deal with having lost 30kg.
David says, “It’s been a long, hard
and horrible past year, yet God, family
and friends’ prayer support, and our
incredible Medical Aid (costs were just
under R1 million) have all played a
significant part of the miracle in my life.
Both the urologist and the oncologist
have called my recovery a miracle.
When I felt God had abandoned me, He
has been with me all the time. Praise be
to God, Father, Son and Holy Spirit.”
On 16 February David had a CT Scan
and the oncologist was ‘over the moon’
with the results. All is clear - all organs
perfect! The PSA reading had been 1.4
but now, without a prostate gland, it
is 0.02.
David continued, “I see the urologist
again in May for an ultra scan and then
I have a CT scan and see the oncologist
in July. This is to monitor the healing
process. This will be repeated again
after nine months and then annually.
I am on new medication for the
neurotherapy and have developed a
hernia where the stoma is situated - but
I can live with that!
Thanks be to God for the miracle.
I am ransomed, healed, restored and
forgiven.”
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Reaching
out to the community continues
Lazola Ndulula

Pulling together

Thandeka Kupiso and family with James Calata
churchwarden, Lizo Notshoba, who delivered
groceries to the family. James Calata is a chapel
of St Matthew’s.

The Tuesday and Wednesday teams who produce
the cauldron of soup. Headed up by the Rector of
St Saviour’s, Sharon Nell (with bowl of shredded
carrots), and kitchen chief, Yvonne Ward-Able
(left), with second in charge, Lyn Schroeder (right
front).

Lockdown closed our churches for worship, but it did not
shutdown the true meaning of church and the message
of Christmas to all Christians at large. There was a lot
of loss, anxiety and heartache amongst our people, but
most of all our people had no food for Christmas.
Through the parish COVID-19 team, St Matthew’s
organised Christmas groceries from a sponsor, Ubuntu
Pathways, for all the less fortunate and older members
of our parish.
Grocery packs were handed out in time for Christmas
to parishioners from our out stations of James Calata
and St Francis, as well as the elderly at St Matthew’s.
This brought joy into the hearts of our parishioners,
especially our elderly, who are heartsore at not being
able to worship and mingle with people at church.
“I thought the church had forgotten about us old people.
These groceries will last me until January, bless you
children of God,” said one of the elated parishioners.

Nomboniso Snuku, Mthetho Mali and Judy
Konzani proudly display their garden implements.
Because God is a God who shows off and when He says
“Yes,” He says, “Yes!” - St Matthew’s was able to receive
a sponsorship of 20 gardening tools and seeds from the
Dept of Agriculture through our Anglican Women’s
Fellowship members. These were all handed out to
parishioners who are passionate about gardening and
who promised that 10% of the proceeds of what they
grow will be donated to the parish for the soup kitchen.
What a blessed people we all are.
A donation of 10 pairs of school shoes was received early
in January and these were handed out by the Rector,
Lungile Ngcola, and the churchwardens to identified
school children in a quick walk-through.
Year 2021 is a year of promise and restoration. A special
thanks to Ubuntu Pathways, the Parish COVID19 team,
AWF, the Dept of Agriculture, Mali family and everyone
who contributed to putting smiles in the hearts of our
parishioners.

When the Rector of St Saviour’s, Sharon Nell, sent the
news out that the parish was re-opening the soup kitchen
on the first Tuesday in February, she received offers of
help from Anglicans from the Cathedral, Holy Trinity
and St Paul’s, as well as a wonderful ecumenical group of
brothers and sisters from the NG Kerk, Roman Catholic
and Impetus Independent churches - all wanting to pull
together to help the community.
Once again multiples of 25L buckets of soup are
collected at about midday by two corps of the Salvation
Army, the Ministry of Compassion, Forest Hill Outreach,
Jerusalem Ministries and various senior citizen villages
such as Fairhaven, Buffelsfontein and Normandy Court.
The Archbishop of Canterbury’s Anglican Communion
Fund has proved a Godsend in boosting the donations
from Stadium Butchery and Sunridge Superspar.

Making memories
b
2021
and
c
2020

Leticia Danster, Nombeko Madlingozi and
Siphokazi Jemsana were overjoyed with their
grocery parcels.

The Sunday School children were not forgotten.
A week before Christmas, party packs were
handed out in a drive through by the St Matthew’s
churchwardens. The Lolwana family was thrilled
with their gifts.

Andrea Potgieter, the
Rector of St Luke’s,
making memories with
Grayson Bass.

Replacing stones with vegetables

Amanda Adams
A month after Lulamile Ngesi took over as Rector of St Stephen’s in
November 2019, he restarted the gardening project.
A partnership with Lithemba Caregivers, which is a Nonprofit
Organisation (NPO), was started. This partnership led to the parish
working with the Department of Agriculture which trained some
members who volunteered to work on this project.
New Brighton is known for its stoney terrain which meant the
members of the parish had to work very hard preparing the ground
by separating stones from the sand.
They were also trained on how to cover the ground that is going
to be used for planting vegetables, with dry grass - this is called
“God’s blanket”.
The produce from the garden is helping support our efforts
during Lockdown as we endeavour to support the needy within
our community. We are in a business of greening the grounds of
our Parish.
Left - Lonwabo Makana sieving the many stones out the soil
to make it arable for the vegetables (right) to grow.
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